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Motivation
Innovation is one of the core values of development. So
far, many works focus on modeling innovation
qualitatively with big data. We hope to use machine
learning methods to understand and model the
evolution of scientific terms in academia.
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Repeat two steps until convergence:
(i) Assign each training example x(i) to the closest cluster centroid.
(ii) Move each center to the mean of the points assigned to it.
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Haar Incremental Algorithm for K-SC

Method

Used to speed up KSC method since Haar transformations are used
to compress data into lower dimensions.
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Centers & Decision Tree
PaperCount = 0

The first ‘split’ makes more
sense. The reason could be
the large number of samples.

Keyword Extraction

● avg # of citations for supporting papers with a terms.
● avg/total # of citations for relevant authors
● avg/total # of citations for relevant venues
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Past success

● PaperCount: # of publications where a term is mentioned
● changes of probability occuring in publications

Competition

● term’s localing clustering coefficient

Closeness

● term’s avg similarity to different clusters
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* The performance of Incremental KSC is approximately the same as regular KSC.
* The metric Σd(μi, μj)2 is basically independent on the length of the term list.
* The metric F is strongly influenced by the length of the term list.
where K is the number of clusters, C is
cluster assignment, μ is the centroid.
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Conclusions
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This project uses JSON format data from Aminer which
covers 166,192,182 papers in total.
Feature vector is designed to be the frequency distributions
from 1967 to 2016 of each chosen key word:

Keywords mainly come from two sources. 1. Using a phrase
mining framework named Autophrase to extract from
abstract. 2. Using the “keyword lists” from the raw data.
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* On each plot, the horizontal axis represent 50 years while the y axis
represents the occurring frequency during that year
* Results are from Inc K-SC: Terms from Both
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● K-SC performs better than K-means for time-series data
in our project.
● We did not observe significant effect on short feature
vectors (~50) for Haar incremental algorithm for K-SC.
● The evolution pattern is strongly correlated with
PaperCount, which indicates past success; then it
comes with the author citations and venue citations,
which indicates recognition.

